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Block V Applications
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The linearized tracking errors of three Manchester (biphase-coded) symbol track-

ing loops are compared to determine which is appropriate for Block V receiver

applications. The first is a nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) symbol synchronizer loop op-

erating at twice the symbol rate (NRZ x 2) so that it operates on half-symbols.
The second near optimMly processes the mid-symbol transitions and ignores the

between-symbol transitions. In the third configuration, the first two approaches
are combined as a hybrid to produce the best performance. Although this hybrid

loop is the best at low symbol signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), it has about the same

performance as the NRZ x 2 loop at higher SNRs (> O-dB Es/No). Based on this

analysis, it is tentatively recommended that the hybrid loop be implemented for
Manchester data in the Block V receiver. However, the high data rate case and the

hardware implications of each implementation must be understood and analyzed

before the hybrid loop is recommended unconditionally.

I. Introduction

Three symbol-synchronization (sync) loops have been

studied with the object of determining which structure

provides the best tracking performance in terms of the

minimum tracking error variance of the linearized loop:

(1) The nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) digital data transition
tracking loop (DTTL), which operates at twice the

Manchester symbol rate (or at the equivalent NRZ

symbol rate).

(2) A symbol-sync loop based on a near-optimal pro-
cessing of the mid-symbol transition. The between-

symbol transitions are ignored by this loop.

(3) A hybrid of loops (1) and (2). The mid-symbol tran-
sition processing is based on the second candidate

loop and the between-symbol transition processing
is based on the DTTL, in which a transition is es-

timated from the half-symbol on either side of the

between-symbol transition.

Other possibilities exist, but these three seemed most

relevant and more readily analyzable.

To make the analysis somewhat simpler to accomplish,

the assumption was made that the symbol tracking loops
are continuous in time and amplitude. Thus, the results

given here would apply to the Block V digital receiver only
at the low and medium symbol rate cases, and not to the

high symbol rate case where as few as three samples can

occur per half-symbol.
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II. Analysis of DTTL Tracking Error
Variance Operating at 2R s
In this section the continuous-time linearized closed-

loop tracking performance (expressed in fractions of sym-

bol time) is estimated, The symbol tracking loop under
consideration is an NRZ DTTL, which works on the NRZ

symbol transitions to detect the timing error. Figure 1
shows a block diagram of the NRZ DTTL operating at

twice the symbol rate (2Rs) so that it is suitable for track-

ing Manchester (biphase) signal formatting. Note that be-

cause false lock can occur on any Manchester-coded sym-

bol tracking loop, a false-lock detector must be used with
Manchester data.

In Fig. 1, ÷ denotes the symbol loop estimate of the

symbol stream transmission delay and W is the window
size in seconds used for the error-detection window.

Basically the loop performs one integration over one

complete half-symbol (TH sec) and another across the time
where the transition could occur. When the transition is

mid-symbol, a transition always occurs; when the transi-
tion is at the end of the symbol, a transition may or may
not occur.

The input is modeled as an infinite sequence of Man-

chester symbols with transitions determined by the esti-

mate of the half-symbol sequence ak. In addition, the

thermal noise corrupts the symbol stream.

Thus, the received signal is modeled as

Y(tl = f-P _ bkq(t - kT - 7") + n(t)
k=-oo

(I)

where

q(t)

,,(t)

bk

Tn

T

P

T

i-

is one Manchester symbol

is modeled as white Gaussian nome (WGN) with

spectral density No/2

is a random binary valued (+1) symbol sequence

is the symbol half-period (T = 2T,_t)

is the symbol period

is the data power in the received signal

is the time delay of the signal

is the time-delay estimate of the symbol sync loop

The relationship between the half-symbol ak and full-

symbol data bk sequence is given by

ak = bkl2, k even :

ak = -bk/2-1/2, k odd

(2)

and is illustrated in Fig. 2. Tile general approach used
in [1] is followed and it is assumed for convenience that
'r _-_- 0.

The inphase channel produces an output pulse sequence
estimate, which, for r - ? close to zero, is essentially given

by

_ = SGN
(k+I)TH )

a_:Vt-fiTH + f n(t)dt , (r - _ _ 0)

kTH

(3)

where k is tile index on half-symbols. The output of tile

transition indicator is given by

I_ - 2 (4)

At the end of the kth pulse time, tile midphase channel

produces the following output 1 when r-/" - 0 (and r = 0):

kTH+W/2
P

2ak_lv/-fi(_"- +) + / n(t)dt , 17"- +l < W/2Uk

kTH-W/2

(5)

Consequently, the timing-error estimate _, which is the

loop estimate of the timing error e = r - _, is given by

:(t) = _ _ v_ p(t - (k + 1)T.) (6)
k=-cx_

which changes every TIt seconds. Now p(t) is a half-

Manchester pulse of unity amplitude (see Fig. 8) and U_
is the (TH -- W/2)-sec delayed version of Uk. ]t is used
to align the midphase and inphase channels in time. This

error signal is constant over TH sec in Eq. (6). Using

Eqs. (4) and (5) in Eq. (6), the expression for the loop
error signal is obtained:

1 The timing error is neglected in the noise term but included in the

error-signal term.
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{ 1)= ak i

kTH+W/2
^ -- _k--i

kTH --W/2

× p(t - (k -4- 1)TH) (7)

It will be shown that the mean value of g is given by as

(linear) for small values of ¢; the resulting additive noise

process is denoted by N(t). Both can be determined from

Eq. (7) since the noise is a random amplitude pulse se-
quence process. It is assumed that ¢ is small in the fol-

lowing discussion. Then the timing estimate /- is given

by

÷ __ KF(s) [a¢ + N(t)] (8)
8

where F(s) is the loop filter expressed in Heaviside oper-

ator symbolism (1/s)X(s) denotes fo x(t')dt' and repre-

sents the effect of the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO).

Since by definition of the error ¢

= r- _ (9)

Using Eq. (9) in Eq. (8) yields

K'r(s)/s
e(t)= (l+K'F(s)/sJ (10)

where F(s) is the loop filter function viewed as a Heaviside

operator and the 1Is comes from the VCO. The terms that

depend upon s comprise the closed-loop transfer function;
it is denoted by H(s), so that Eq. (10) becomes

(11)

where again H(s) is viewed as a Heaviside operator oper-
ating on the noise term following it.

Next it is necessary to characterize the noise process

N(t) and tile constant a. First consider the computation

of E[gIc ]. For small timing errors, it will be assumed that
the value of &k is statistically independent of the integrated

noise process (integrated from kTH - W/2 to kTH + W/2).
Of course, this is not true but it has been demonstrated

by simulation to be a reasonable approximation [2]. With

this assumption, Eq. (7) can be used to obtain

E[glg] _- 2v'_(e)

mid-symbol transition

r

&dj acent

symbol transition

÷2(1){(1-PEH):-PE_,}]
(12)

where the two leftmost 1/2 factors in the rectangular
brackets are due to the probability of the transition being

a mid-symbol transition or an adjacent symbol transition.
The factor of unity following the first factor of 1/2 accounts
for the fact that there is always a mid-symbol transition.

The factor of 1/2 following the second leftmost factor of

1/2 is based on the assumption that there is a probability

of 1/2 that there is a transition at the end of the symbol.
Finally, PEH is the probabilty of a half-symbol error and

is given by

oo

PEH = ff

where

1 -2/2
2_/_H e dz =

(13)

EH PTH
RH -- (14)

No No

where

P is the data power

No is the one-sided noise spectral density at the symbol

sync input

TH is one-half the symbol duration

ttence, from Eqs. (12) and (13)

E[g[_] _ [v/-fiE (1 -- (15)

This can be rewritten as
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E[gJ¢] : V/_¢erf(x/_H): [X/_¢ 2 e-"dt
0

(16)

Thus, _ of Eq. (8) is given by (a = the slope of the S-curve

at ¢ =0)

a = _ v/-fi erf(V/_H) (17)

Now the noise spectral density of NE(O is obtained from
the process generated by

kTH+W/2

k=-co kTH-W/2

x p(t - (k+I)TH) (18)

where, as before, p(t) is a unit amplitude pulse of duration

TH sec long. Again assume that fik is independent of n(t),

and note that the cyclostationary process NE(t) can be

made stationary by averaging over time [3]. Thus

T

1/R(¢) = T
0

E[NE(t)NE(t + ()] dt (19)

is the autocorrelation function of a stationary process de-

rived from the corresponding cyclostationary process. An

evaluation of Eq. (19) obtains

( (" )'NoW I(1 E ak - ilk-1
R(() - 2 1 - TH ] "2" for I(I < TH

= 0 elsewhere

(20)

where it is assumed for analytic convenience that the noise

process n(l) over W sec is statistically independent of the
symbol estimate. Consider the term inside the expecta-

tion. It can be evaluated by

transition

An evaluation obtains

adjacent-symbol
transition

(21)

mid-symbol transition adjacent symbol transition

[( )'] 1[ _rI 1[ 2PEH(I_PEH) + 1 .,E &k--[&k-1 = 1.(1-PEH) 2+I.PE +_ _ (1--PEH) _+PE/t (22)

or, simplifying 1 - 2PEH = erf(v'_ (24)

(23)

Note that when PEH --* 0, the expectation approaches
3/4 as anticipated, and when PEH --* 1/2, the expectation

approaches 1/2 as anticipated. Since

one obtains

_" -_ _ 1- err2

Therefore

(25)
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_(_)_ 7 1-Tu]

for ]<]_ T.

----0 elsewhere (26)

Integrating R(() from -oo to oe yields tile noise spectral
density at f = 0, which is

(__)3[ 1( )]COPN(0)= _ 1-- S 1--erf2(V_H) TH (27)

Thus, the absolute, linearized, tracking-error variance is

obtained from Eq. (11) to be

2BL._(0)
_ _ e_2 see 2 (28)

where BL = f_'_ IH(j2rf)12df is the one-sided loop noise
bandwidth. Hence, from Eqs. (17), (27), and (28)

[11(1
T_/ 3 RH er f2 (x/-R-H)

BLW

(fraction of a symbol) 2 (29)

Let

T = 2TH (30)

to relate the half-symbol to the full-symbol duration (T).

Translating to the full-symbol period T yields the de-

sired result for arbitrary window size.

T _ 6
R err 2

(fraction of a symbol) 2 (31)

where R = PT/No = Es/No,

The value cry/ ((BLT)T 2) is plotted in Fig. 3 for W =

T/4 versus R, the full-symbol SNR (Es/No), where L's

is the data symbol energy and No is the one-sided noise

spectral density. The other loops will be discussed in the

following sections. Taking the somewhat arbitrary window

W = T/4, Eq. (31) becomes

_r_ 1 (sec/sec)._
_--= 24

(32)

The relationship W = T/4 is used for all three loop
window sizes, since at high data rates this would probably'
be the minimum size.

III. Analysis of the Near-Optimum

Mid-Transition-Tracking Manchester

Symbol Synchronizer

This section describes a symbol synchronizer that is

motivated by the optimum structure [4,5,6] for the mid-

symbol transition and ignores the adjacent-symbol transi-

tion. Figure 4 illustrates this symbol synchronizer.

The received signal plus noise is modeled by Eq. (1) as

OO

y(t) = v/-fi Z bkq(t - kT- r) + n(t)
k=-oo

(33)

with n(t) modeled as white Gaussian noise having spectral

density No�2.

In order to analyze the symbol synchronizer depicted in

Fig. 4, it is advantageous to segment the noise process into

four contiguous regions as shown in Figure 5. The bottom

portion of Fig. 5 illustrates the symbol sync reference mid-

symbol transition point integration region (solid lines) and

the actual mid-symbol transition point of the received sig-

nal (dashed lines). The pulse function q(t) is a complete
Manchester symbol and bk is the data sign (bk = +1) from

Eq. (1). The X-channel signal (see Fig. 4) can be written

at the end of symbol bk, as

X = V'_[bkT - (bk-1 + 3bk)c

+ (N 1 + N 2 - N 3 -- N4) ] , _ _> 0 (34a)
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X = v/-fi[bkT - (bk+l + 3bk)c

+(NI+N2-N3-N4)], ¢<0 (34b)

where it is assumed that I¢1 (¢ = v-+) is less than W. Ad-
ditionally, it is assumed that ¢ is small in the computations
that follow.

The Y channel produces the signal at the end of its

integration time given by

The product Z = XY = g is the estimate of the timing

error over one pulse time and for small ¢ is given by

_(t) = 2PTeg(t) + v_bkT(N2 + N3)g(t)

+(NI+N2-N3-N4)(N2+Na)g(t) (36)

where g(t) is the pulse function taking on the value of one

at each loop update (see Fig. 8). This pulse function is
constant over T sec and thus acts as a sample-and-hold

function for the loop error signal.

Equation (36) gives the conditional mean value of g

given ¢ over one update period as

E[¢J_] = 2PT¢

since

E[(NI + N_ - N3 - N4)(N2 + N3)] = 0

because

:

If the total noise term is denoted by NT, where

NA NB

NT = v/--fiT(N2 + N3) + (gl + N2 - N3 - N4)(N2 + g3)

(40)

then it can be shown that the two noise components NA

and NB are independent. That is,

E[NANB] = v_TE[(N2 + N3)

x (gl + N2 - N3 - N4)(N2 + N3)] = 0

(41)

since odd moments of zero mean Gaussian random vari-

ables are zero.

To obtain the loop equation, the estimate of the error
(35) is written as

: 2PT¢ + NTg(t) (42)

The loop timing estimate is given by

+ = KF(s)f = KF(s)[2PT¢ + NTg(t)] (43)
8 S

where K is the loop gain of the symbol synchronizer and

F(s) is the loop filter expressed as a Heaviside operator.

Using

_"- + : ¢ (44)

and for convenience v : 0 in Eq. (43) yields

(37)
[NTg(t)]

¢(t) = H(s)[ 2PT J (45)

where H(s) is the closed-loop transfer function and

(38)

KF(s)/s
g(s) - 1 + KF(s)/s (46)

(39) When the loop noise bandwidth BL is small compared
to the symbol rate, the linearized tracking error can be
approximated by

2 2BLVJ°NT (0)

O"t -- 4P2T 2 (47)

where (JNr(0) is the spectral density at f = 0 of the

cyclostationary process NT(t), with NT(t) defined below.
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Thus, it is necessary to evaluate the spectral density of the
noise process at f = 0. The noise process can be written

as

NT(t) = E NT(k)g(t - kT) (48)
k=--oo

and thus the NT(t) process is cyclostationary. It can be
made stationary by averaging over time. Thus, the auto-

correlation function of the stationary equivalent process is

given by

T

1 / E[NT(t)NT(tR(¢) =
0

Thus

RNT(_)

+ _)1 dt (49)

Since

) }
= 0 otherwise

'_NT(0) = } R(¢)d¢ = T_T

one has for Eq. (47) that

Evaluating C_vr yields

2
O'¢ _--

(51)

BL TO'2NT

2P2T2
(52)

COYr - N ° W P T 22+ "--'--4----N2°W T (53)

Therefore, using Eq. (53) in Eq. (52), with R = PT/No,
the normalized tracking error is given by

(fraction of a chip) 2 (54)
_BLW[1 + 1]T 2 4R

The normalized tracking error is plotted in Fig. 3. In

the comparison, W was set equal to T/4 to be consistent

with the other two loops considered here. Thus, Eq. (54)
becomes

cr 1 + (55)
T 2 16R

IV. Analysis of the Mid-Symbol- and
Adjacent-Symbol-Tracking Manchester
Symbol Synchronizer

Figure 6 shows the symbol synchronizer discussed in

this section. The functions h(t) and 1 - h(t) are shown

in Fig. 7. The upper branch performs the same function

as the previous section and operates on the mid-symbol
transitions. However, in addition, the lower section oper-

ates on the adjacent-symbol transition points. The lower

and upper sections are used to update the loop at twice

the symbol rate, unlike the loop discussed in the previous

section, which is updated every symbol time.

A. Mid-Symbol Error Detection

First consider the upper two branches of the mid-

symbol error detector illustrated in Fig. 6. A symbol and

loop timing diagram is illustrated in Fig. 7. Initially, WB

and WM denote the between-symbol and mid-symbol win-

dows, respectively. Again the signal is modeled as de-

scribed in Eq. (1).

The signal denoted X in Fig. 6 is given (for small c) by

X = v/-P(bkr- (bk-1+ 3bk)lel)

+ (Noo + NI + N2 - N3 - N4 - Nh) (56)

where the integration regions are as indicated in Fig. 8.
Tile Y-channel output (for small e _> 0) is given by

Y = (2v/-PbkE + N2 + N3) (57)

where

l,Vu/2

Noo = / n(t)dt (58)
0

with the time origin taken at the point where the synchro-
nizer loop starts the kth symbol for simplicity of notation.

In addition, there are the definitions
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g 1 _--

TI2--WMI2

/
WB/2

,,(t) dt (59)

T/2

N2 = /

T/2-WM/2

.( t ) at (60)

N3 _--

T/2-1-WM/2

/ n(t) dt (61)

T-WB/2

N4 = /

T/2+WM/2

n(t) dt (62)

T

N5 = /

T -WB/2

n(t) dt (63)

T+WB/2

N6 = f ,_(t) at
T

Thus, the first error signal Z1 is given by

(64)

Z1 = XY = gl

and from Eqs. (56) and (57), for small Icl

NA

g1 = 2PTv + y/-fibkT(N2 + N3)

NB

+'(Noo + N1 + N2 - N3 - N4 - Nh)(N2 + N3)

(65)

over T/2 seconds. Thus, showing the explicit time depen-

dence of the error signal with time

(2PT_(k) + NA(k) + NB(k))h(t - kT)

(66)

where h(t) is defined to be unity in the region tc(O,T/2)

and zero in the region te(T/2, T). The functions h(t) and

1- h(t) are plotted in Fig. 8 along with p(t), g(t), and q(t).

The quantities e(k), NA(k), and YB(k) are the values of
the respective variables at the kth symbol time.

Equation (66) is the contribution of the mid-symbol er-

ror detector composed of the upper two branches in Fig. 6.

Furthermore, from Eq. (65) the mean value of _1 over one

symbol time is given by

E [gl le]= 2PTc (67)

B. Adjacent-Symbol Error Detection

Now consider the adjacent-symbol transition detector

depicted in the lower half of Fig. 6:

ui = 2b_/_(r - _) + N5 + N6 (68)

For the upper branch of the adjacent-symbol detector, the

detected half-symbols are given by

a2K+l = sgn [-bk(T/2 - 21_1)+ N3 + N4 + Ns] (69)

and

a2k+_ = sgn [bk+_(T/2 - 21cl)+ N6 + NT] (70)

In Fig. 6 a scale factor of/3V/fiT has been included in the

upper branch of the lower half of the figure. Its purpose is
to make the units the same (v/fiT) for the upper and lower

halves, with a scale factor of [3 (0 _< [3) used to adjust the
relative proportion of each error signal.

Hence, the upper branch of the between-half-symbol

transition detector denoted by Ik can be expressed in terms
of the ak sequence as

(-_2k+l; h2k+2)/3v/fiT (71)
I_ =

The estimate of the error signal from the lower half is
therefore given by

= Uklk (72)

or
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g2 =- (2bkx'/"fi( r- +)+ Ns+ N6)

(73)

To obtain the conditional mean value of g2 conditioned

on _, a simplifying assumption is made. First, neglect

the small correlation of (N_ + N6) with fi2k+l and a2k+2.

Second, assume that _ is very small in magnitude. Thus,

letting e = r - + obtains

(74)

or

E[g21e] = 13PTe(1 - 2PEH) (75)

where the symbol error rate PEH is the same as Eq. (16),

so that

1-- 2PEH = erf (v/-_) (76)

where it was assumed that s = 0 in the expression for

PEH. Thus,

E[g_IS ] = flPTeerf (v/-R-_) (77)

C. Tracking Performance of the Combined
Loop Signal

The total error signal that drives the loop filter F(s) of

Fig. 5 is given by

1[ ]g(t) : _ /3PTerf (X/_)+ 2PTe

+ _ {Nl(kT)h(t- kT)
k= -oo

+ N2(kT)[1 - h(t - kT)]} (78)

where the first term in Eq. (78) is the mean value of E(t),

and where the second term is the noise process with c

assumed to be zero. The noise terms are given by

Na(kT) = v/-fibkT(N2 + N3)

+ (N00 + N1 + N_ - N3 - N4 - Xs)(X_ + X3)

(79)

and

N_(kT)=./3v/'_( -&_k+12+ a2k+2)(N5 + N,3) (80)

The symbol synchronizer forms the estimate ÷ of the re-

ceived signal delay and can be expressed by

+ _ I;F(_) ..
8

KF(s) PT + _PTerf ¢+--{N(t)}
8 8

(81)

where

N(t)= _ {Nl(kT)h(t - kT) + N2(kT)[1 - h(t - kT)]}
k=-oo

(82)

where K is the loop gain including the phase detector gain,

and the ratio F(s)/s is the loop filter expressed in the
Heaviside polynomial divided by the filtering effect of the

VCO (l/s). Noting that _ = r - /- and assuming that
r = 0 for convenience leads to

e(t)=H(s)
I N(t)

PT++PTerf(_)

(83)

where H(s) is the closed-loop transfer flmction of the sym-

bol synchronizer loop. Following the usual practice, it is
assumed that the one-sided loop noise bandwidth BL is

much smaller than the symbol rate, so that the variance

of the linearized tracking error in Eq. (83) can be deter-

mined from the expression

( )

2 2Bc._,,(0) (84)
O'e = 2

[PT++PTerf(_r-_)
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where ,0PN(0) is the spectral density of the noise process

Nit ). To evaluate the spectral density, the autocorrelation
function of the noise is determined. Since the noise pro-

cess is cyclostationary, time is averaged over one period to

obtain a stationary process.

T

1/RN(T) =--_ RN(t + _,t) dt
o

= E {Nl(kT)h(t + r - kT)

0 ,.k=-oo

+ N2(kT)[1 - h(t + r - kT)]}

x _ {Nl(lT)h(t - iT)
t._--oo

+ N2(iT)[1 - h(t - iT)]} }dt
(85)

assuming for convenience that E[NI(kT)N2(iT)] _- 0 for

all k and t (even though there is a small correlation be-
tween them). Letting t = k + m obtains

nN(r) = _ ., RN,

× _ h(t + r- kT)h(t- (k + m)T)}dt
k= - oo

1 T oo ny2(mT) E [1-h(t+r-kT)]+_
rn k=-oo

× [1 - h(t- (k + m)T)]}dt
(86)

Additionally, RNI(mT) = 0 for all m # 0 since NI(kT)

and Nt((k + 1)T) are based on integrations over disjoint

time intervals. Furthermore, Rg2(rnT) _- 0 for all m # 0

since N_(kT) and Y2((k + 1)T) only have WB/2 << T sec

in common over the adjacent (full) symbol times. Using
these two conditions obtains

T

21/RN(T) = O-N,_ h(t

T

1/× _ [1 - h(t
0

+ r)h(t)dt + o-2N2

Completing the averaging,

+ i)][i - h(t)] dt (87)

where

O-2 0-2

nN(t) : =-_n(_) + =_-n(_)

T

R(r) = / h(t + r)h(t) dt
o

(88)

(89)

and is illustrated in Fig. 9. Therefore, the spectral density

of the noise process is given by

0.2 O-2

_N(:)= _-_Is(:)l_+ _-_-Is(:)l2

where

T

Te_i_T/4 sin(TrfT/2)
2 OrfT/2)

(90)

(91)s(/) f -e I_TdT

o

so that

T 2 sin_(rfT/2)

IS(/)12 - 4 (rfT/2) 2 (92)

From Eqs. (88) and (90), ,0aN(0) is given by

'(fN (0) = ( O-_Vl+ O-_V_) T4 (93)

Thus, to evaluate the tracking-error variance it is necessary

to evaluate o-_¢, and o-_%. First, o-_v, is determined. From
Eq. (79),
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N1 = v/-ffbkT(N_ + N3)

-I- (N00 + N1 + N_ - N3 - N4 - Nb)(N2 + N3)

(94)

Since the two terms are uncorrelated and have zero

mean values, the variance of N1 is given by the sum of

the variances in Eq. (94). If the first grouping of Eq. (94)
is denoted as NA and the second grouping as NB, then

E[N_] and E[N_] can be evaluated. Consider the former:

_[_A_]:'_[(_ +_)_]

Now consider the latter term with

,[_]

= PT2-_-WM (95)

: _[_0_]+_[_] +_[_]+_[_]

+_[_:] +_[_] -4_[_:_]

+_[_0_0]+_[_] +_[_]

After simplifying, one obtains

4

2 No
0"2Nl = PT T WM +

and

NgWMT

Now consider the computation of cry%.

N2 = flv'-PT -a=k+l + a=k+=

(97)

(98)

From Eq. (80),

(N5 q- N6) (99)

To evaluate N2, the small correlations between N5 and

62k+1 and N6 and 62k+_ are neglected so that

(100)

or

_ = -_ WB fl_ PT 2 (101)

since the transition detector term has an average value of

1/2. So,

2 (fraction of a symbol) 2

(102)

Notice that when fl = 0, this result is the same as Eq. (55),
as it should be[ Since fl is a parameter, it can be var-

ied to minimize Eq. (102). Figure 3 illustrates the results

for this symbol sync loop plotted versus R in decibels.

For this loop, flV/-ffT must be known a priori to obtain

optimum performance. However, the parameter fl is not

very sensitive. For example, at R = -12 dB, /_opt : 1.75
yields a normalized tracking error of 7.52. sec_/sec _, and

at the value fl = 1, the normalized tracking error be-

comes 7.73 sec2/sec 2. However, at fl = 0 (mid-transition

detector only), the normalized tracking error becomes
8.84, the same as the second symbol sync loop considered.

In fact, when fl = 0, the two curves are identical as noted
above.

Therefore, since T would be known precisely a priori,

and since P would be known to within 10 to 20 percent,

it seems that setting fl = 1 would allow very close to op-

timum (flopt) performance. Furthermore, flopt is equal to

approximately 1 at Es/No >_ 7 dB, so that under most rea-
sonable conditions of the Block V receiver setting fl = 1 is

optimum.

V. Conclusion

All three symbol-synchronization tracking loops offer

fairly similar performance. The hybrid loop called opti-
mum Manchester is better (low tracking error) for R _<
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0 dB than the other two loops. However, for R _> 0, the

NRZ×2 loop and the hybrid optimum Manchester loop are

essentially equal in performance. For the hybrid optimum

Manchester loop to work, the power of the signal has to be
estimated to provide the weighting _v_T in Fig. 6 with

set equal to unity.

Although the hybrid Manchester loop is optimum, it
is not clear that the extra hardware requirement of this

loop is warranted. It is necessary to compare the actual

estimated tracking losses for each loop based on the re-

quirements to determine if the complexity of the hybrid

lo_,p is justified and if it is best at high data rates.
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Fig. 1. The NRZ X 2 Manchester symbol synchronizer.
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Fig. 2. The relationship between the full-symbol data sequence and the Manchester
half-symbols.
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Fig. 6. A Manchester symbol synchronizer for tracking mid-symbol and adjacent-symbol transitions.
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Fig. 7. Symbol and loop timing diagram. Loop timing Is Indicated in dark lines and received signal Is Indicated

in light lines.
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